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Abstract 
 
Radionuclide Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) were developed as a good way to use 
nuclear by-products and provide electricity for remote facilities.  They are heavy, hot (both 
thermally and radioactively), and operate for long periods of time with little or no 
maintenance.  However, they are also an attractive target for theft, and efforts are under way 
to remove them from the field.  It is appropriate to provide some measure of protection for 
units while they await removal, thereby reducing the risk that they represent.  This paper 
describes an alarm and communications device that can be used to provide a basic level of 
protection to RTGs while they are located in remote locations or are being transported to safe 
storage areas.   
 
 
Objectives 
 
The overall objective of this effort is to deploy a small, simple, and cost-effective 
communications device that will provide a basic level of protection to Radionuclide 
Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) located in remote areas in Russia.  This level of protection 
is intended to be temporary, covering RTGs while they await removal from the field to more 
secure locations and/or destruction.  The device will provide a notification signal to a control 
center that allows operators to know when an RTG is tampered with, thereby allowing 
response and recovery efforts to get under way in a timely manner.  Initially, this effort is 
focused on RTGs owned by the Russian Federation (RF) Navy but could easily be modified 
to cover other RTGs. 
 
 
Approach 
 
Our approach to this effort is to study the needs for protecting RTGs while deployed in the 
field, during transportation, and while in temporary storage; study the communications 
channel options and identify the most appropriate method of communication with these 
remote devices; develop an alarm and communications unit that attaches directly to the RTG 
that has built-in alarm features including a periodic status beacon; determine the appropriate 
alarm points based on RTG size, weight, construction, radioactivity, thermal profile, and 
location; develop, along with the RF Navy, a response plan and appropriate control center 
equipment; and deploy these units to selected pilot sites and evaluate their effectiveness.  We 
target 5 years as the maximum time required on station.  Results of the pilot deployment will 
be used as a decision point about expanding deployment to other RTGs in the future. 
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Basic Requirements 
 
Studies have been performed to assess what requirements an alarm system would have to 
meet to be effective for protecting remotely located RTGs.  In summary, an alarm device 
would need to operate for extended periods of time in harsh environments with low input 
power requirements.  It would need to provide periodic updates such that the lack of updates 
could be perceived as an alarm.  The device would need a backup power source, so it could 
send an alarm signal if disconnected from primary power.  It would need to send an alarm 
signal should it be tampered with or removed from the RTG.  Ultimately it should send 
location information should the RTG be moved while the alarm device was still attached.   
 
 
Issues 
 
Though low-cost devices to provide alarm and location information have become somewhat 
common in industry (such as the “lo-jack” device placed on many new automobiles), 
deploying such a device on RTGs located in remote locations with harsh environments 
provides several new challenges that must be addressed.  RTGs used by the RF Navy are 
located in harsh arctic climates and in remote locations, often in rough terrain.  The RTGs 
themselves are hot both thermally and radioactively.   
 
On the positive side, RTGs are somewhat self-protecting because they are heavy and bulky 
and for the most part located such that it is difficult for an adversary to move them as a unit.  
Their construction is such that disassembly is nontrivial, especially when one considers the 
exposure to radiation that results as disassembly is attempted.  Our intent is to take advantage 
of these facts and use them as alarm points. 
 

Radiation Shielding 
The radiation at the surface of an RTG is dependant on the RTG model.  However, 200 milli-
roentgen per hour (mR/h) at the surface and 10 mR/h at a distance of one meter have been 
measured and are good design parameters [1].  An alarm/communications device that is small, 
provides sufficient signal strength, and has low input power requirements will utilize CMOS 
technology, which unfortunately, is sensitive to total radiation dose.  As a result, effective 
radiation shields must be designed and deployed for an alarm device to function properly over 
an extended period of time.  It is expected that a device would need to function for three to 
five years to be operational until the RTG is removed from the field or until maintenance is 
required. 
 
Radiation shielding on some RTG models is more critical than others.  For example, the 
device mounts directly to the Beta M RTG (or onto the shipping cage immediately above the 
RTG), where on some larger RTGs such as the RehU and some IEU units it mounts to the 
accumulator pack, which is mounted to the RTG.  In this case the accumulator pack provides 
both distance and shielding.  Figure 1 (a) shows a typical RehU unit, and Figure 1 (b) shows a 
typical Beta M unit with alarm device attached. 
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Figure 1. RTG examples (a) RehU, (b) Beta M (shown with alarm device). 
 
 

Temperature profile 
RTGs are significant sources of heat.  Surface temperatures are know to be +35 to +40 oC.  
The temperature in the environment where these RTGs are operated varies between -40 to 
+35 oC.  These temperatures are on the extremes of operating temperatures for standard 
electronics, and care must be taken to ensure that the selected electronics work properly in 
this environment.  Also, it is possible for temperature to be used as an alarm point.  This 
would require appropriate temperature sensors as well as a study about the rate of change of 
temperature expected as the sensor is detached from the RTG, as the RTG is being 
disassembled, and during various environmental events such as sudden rain storms in 
summer. 
 

Construction 
Three basic levels of construction for RTGs result in ease of disassembly of either: easy 
(requiring only hand tools), difficult (requiring a high level of skill), or nearly impossible 
(requiring special facilities and tools).  In any case, disassembly will require movement of 
heavy assemblies. This will result in tilting and bumping the major components and 
subassemblies.   Also, it should be possible to take advantage of the RTG construction in how 
the alarm device is mounted to the RTG (i.e. place tamper detection in areas that would 
indicate disassembly is being attempted). 

 
Weight 

Due to the density of the materials involved and compactness of construction, RTGs are quite 
heavy.  A small unit (Beta M) weighs 560 Kg [2].  Movement of such a unit in a remote 
location where standard rigging equipment is not available is a serious challenge.  One would 
imagine an adversary would have a great deal of trouble moving a fully assembled unit.   
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The Architecture 
 
The architecture chosen for the pilot deployment consists of RTG-mounted alarm units with 
an additional tower-mounted communications unit.  This provides additional security and also 
allows a single unit to report for a location than has multiple RTGs.  Figure 2 provides an 
overview of the architecture.  Both satellite and GSM units are used depending on the 
coverage available at the site.  The alarm units are equipped with motion sensors as well as 
infrared sensors that can detect if the unit’s case has been compromised.  The control station 
will be equipped with both types of receivers.  Separate control stations are used for each 
separate operational region and are organized to match the RF Navy’s units responsible for 
the RTGs. 
 
As shown in the block diagram of Figure 2, the unit located on the RTG communicates with 
the unit on the tower by way of Ultra High Frequency (UHF) signal.  Should this signal be 
interrupted for any reason the unit located on the tower will report this as an alarm condition 
back to the control station.   
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Architecture overview 
 
The device itself houses a general purpose computer that has battery backup capability and 
built-in communications modules.  The device utilizes power from the RTG as its main 
source of power.  However, should it be disconnected from this source of power, it will utilize 
the battery backup to transmit this information as an alarm.  The unit provides built-in alarm 
features, as well as general purpose contacts for custom alarms.  Figure 3 shows prototype 
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alarm systems hardware, including units for installation in the field as well as the control 
station hardware.  
 
Battery backup is designed to keep the system operational for several hours after the primary 
power is disconnected.  The exact length of time depends on the final configuration of the 
device, the number and power requirements of external sensors used, and number of 
transmissions attempted once power is lost.  In addition to backup power concerns, the 
normal operational power consumption requirements are of concern.  This device cannot 
interfere with the proper operation of the device requiring the RTG in the first place.  Power 
usage data obtained during the pilot phase will be analyzed to determine the most appropriate 
frequency and length of status transmissions. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Alarm device and control station hardware 
 
Figure 4 provides a graphical view of the operational concept and shows UHF, GMS, and 
satellite as if each site utilized all three.  Of course in areas where GSM is unavailable the 
GSM link will not be utilized.  A study of the hardware costs will be used to determine if all 
units are equipped with both GSM and satellite links irregardless of what is to be used at the 
site as the primary link.  There is some benefit to having both links in all units, one of which 
is a backup link capability for sites where GSM coverage is available. 
 
Figure 5 demonstrates how the unit will attach to the transportation cage of Beta M units.  
The objective is to provide a secure mounting strategy that is easy to accomplish under harsh 
remote conditions, with a minimal tool set. 
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Figure 4.  Operational concept 
 

 

 
Figure 5.  Sample device mounting 
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Radio Coverage 
 
Because the RF Navy RTGs are located remotely and in far northern latitudes, obtaining a 
radio channel that can be used to transfer alarm and device status information is a challenge.  
It is beyond the scope of this program to develop an independent radio infrastructure that 
could be used for this purpose.  If the amount of information transferred is kept to a 
minimum, it is possible to use existing GSM Small Message Service (SMS) where available 
and satellite services where GSM is not available.  Both of these types of services offer per 
packet tariffs that can be used to satisfy our needs. Coverage maps for GSM have been 
reviewed, and a large percentage of RTGs in the Baltic and Northern regions are covered by 
GMS systems.  A sample GSM coverage map is provided in Figure 6. 
 

  
 

Figure 6.  Sample GSM coverage map, Baltic Region 
 
 
Control Centers and Response 
 
The ability to receive, assess, and respond to alarms is critical to the successful  deploying of 
an alarm and communications device on RTGs.   For the purpose of the pilot units deployed 
for RF Navy RTGs located in the Kola and Baltic regions, control centers have been 
established at appropriate RF Navy facilities which are manned 24 hours per day.  Response 
plans are being developed.  
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Definition of Alarm 
Certain alarm conditions are self-evident, such as a tamper alarm on the unit itself.  Other 
alarm conditions must be perceived at the alarm station.  For example, if a unit does not report 
in with its normal status report, it may be unable to report because it has been disabled.  It 
may also be possible that the lack of update is the result of benign situation such as an outage 
of the communications channel.  Deciding what is a legitimate alarm will require some further 
effort and will require the involvement of RF Navy personnel.  The pilot program will 
provide input to that process.  The following conditions may be reported as alarms: 

- loss of input power 
- lack of signal between units 
- lack of status beacon signal 
- tilt 
- vibration 
- violation of alarm unit casing 
- excessive radiation level 
- excessive temperature change relative to outside air temperature 
- disconnection from RTG unit 
- change in location 

 
False Alarms 

All alarm systems bring with them the possibility of false alarms, and this system is no 
exception.  For example, false alarms are possible due to seismic activity in the area.  A 
diverse set of alarms are used so an entire picture can be pieced together to minimize false 
alarms.  For example in most installations input power is connected to the accumulator pack, 
which is located away from the RTG.  Therefore one would expect that a vibration alarm due 
to the RTG being moved would also be accompanied by a loss of input power alarm.  A 
temperature alarm due to RTG disassembly would also result in a vibration alarm, etc…  
Details about combinations of alarms and how they interrelate will be produced as part of the 
lessons learned from the pilot project and build into the response plan.  It should also be 
possible to poll individual units for status information to verify an alarm, should an alarm be 
received and considered as being false.  However, this should be done sparingly due to power 
requirements of transmissions, which has already been discussed. 
 

Response Issues 
Due to the remoteness of the sites, any timely response will require ready response forces 
with fast transportation at the ready.  However, these RTG units are heavy, remotely located, 
and radioactive, and an adversary will require a significant effort to either move or 
disassemble them.  In either case they will be on location for a significant period of time and 
will not likely be moving fast when they depart.  Also, since the locations are remote, an 
adversary should be quite easy to spot even after the fact, especially when thermal and 
radiological profiles are considered.  Of course interruption is preferred over recovery and 
prevention is preferred over interruption.  It is also hoped that the mere presence of the alarm 
device deters adversaries. 
 
 
Installation Issues 
 
Installation of these units provides several real challenges.  One of the largest cost items is the 
expense of getting to the site.  Also, due to the remoteness of the sites, it is necessary to take 
all tools and supplies that might be required for installation.  A preliminary site visit was 
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conducted that highlighted the difficulty of getting to these sites.  Due to weather and 
maritime traffic restrictions, it was not possible to survey all sites as scheduled.  However, 
sites visited can be considered typical and provided valuable information toward the planning 
of future installation activities. 
 
The condition of some of these sites is less then optimum as shown in Figure 7.  Corroded 
wires and connectors are among the items that installation technicians must be prepared to 
deal with when making the installation visit.  It is hoped that when full operational installation 
is accomplished that lessons learned from pilot installations will make it possible to conduct 
site installations at one site per day.  This of course will not include travel time between sites, 
which could be quite extensive depending on location. 
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Challenging conditions 
 
 
Status 
 
At the time of this writing the pilot sites are being installed, and evaluation data are being 
collected and analyzed. 
 

The Pilot Project 
For the pilot project, 28 RTGs have been selected to receive the alarm unit.  These RTGs are 
located in the Kola and Baltic regions.  A control station is located in each region with a 
second control station being located in the Kola region.  This additional control station allows 
two different but related RF Navy units to receive the alarm information for all RTGs in the 
region. 
 

Results to date 
Design details and programming issues have been successfully dealt with and installation of 
units has begun.  Harsh weather has hindered the complete compliment from being installed 
as early as planned; however, the control centers have been established along with a minimum 
number of remote units.  Data acquisition to support future deployment decisions is 
underway. 
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Conclusions 
 
Given that RTGs are large, hot, heavy, and produce electrical power, it is possible to outfit 
them with an alarm and communication device that sends status information to a control 
facility located almost any distance away.  This provides the opportunity to have timely 
notification that the RTG has been tampered with, thereby providing the opportunity to 
initiate response and recovery efforts in a timely manner.  In addition, the device can provide 
location information in the event that the RTG is moved as a unit.  An effort is underway to 
prove this concept and acquire evaluation data for the performance of such devices mounted 
on RTGs in arctic conditions.  All information acquired to date indicates that this is a viable 
concept and is worthy of future deployment.  
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